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Base has four locations (in
each corner) for 1⁄2-13

weldnuts for levelers or
3⁄8"-diameter anchor bolts

Open bottom
panel

Locking 
tabs

Easy-lift
handles

Vented side
panels latch
into frame

Removable top panel for
cable entry and exit

Mounting angles
adjust to any
depth within

the frame

Standard knockouts for
cables or conduit

Lock

Side-panel
guide tabs

Frames may be
bolted to the floor

Frames may be joined
together for modular use

Vents
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Depth: 31.75" (80.65 cm)

Exterior Width: 26.25" (66.675 cm)

Interior Opening Height (without
Door): 78.913" (200.439 cm)

Interior Panel Space Width:
19" (48.3 cm)

Specifications

Why Buy From Black Box? Exceptional
Value. Exceptional Tech Support. Period.

Ordering Information
ITEM CODE
NetRack (Includes Two Shelves) 85"H

Black...................................................................RM500A-R3
Beige...................................................................RM505A-R3

You may also need:
Top Fan Panel

Black......................................................................RM501-R3
Beige......................................................................RM506-R3

Bottom-Mount Tower Shelves, (2)
Black......................................................................RM502-R2
Beige......................................................................RM507-R2

Extra Stationary Shelf
Black, Solid.................................................................RM314
Black, Vented.......................................................RM315-R2
Beige, Vented ......................................................RM615-R2

Multibay Joining Kit......................................................RM329
Caster Base

Black......................................................................RM503-R3
Beige......................................................................RM508-R3

Black Box offers the best warranty program in the
industry—Fido Protection®. For more information,
request FaxBack 22512.

Key Features
Fully welded and
assembled. Ready to
use right out of the box.

Includes two
adjustable-height
shelves, removable
top and side panels,
and doors.

Lots of built-in space
for cabling.

Locking front and rear
doors for security.

Optional accessories
available.

Join NetRack to other
racks or cabinets with
the optional Multibay
Joining Kit.

NetRack is a fully welded and
pre-assembled cabinet

constructed of heavy 12-gauge
steel. The mounting angles, also
made of 12-gauge steel, are
tapped with 10⁄32 thread in the EIA
310-D universal pattern. There’s
ample space inside the frame
sides for cabling, so large bundles
of wire and cable fit without a
problem. Plus, there’s a locking
PLEXIGLAS® front door that
provides quick access and
security. The door can easily
be changed from left- to right-
opening with a quick-release pin.

NetRack’s interior opening
height (without its door) is 78.913
inches (200.439 cm) high; it
measures 19 inches (48.3 cm)
wide and 31.75 inches (80.65 cm)
deep. NetRack weighs 275
pounds (124.7 kg).

NetRack comes in a black or
beige finish. Outfit it with our
available optional accessories.

Top Fan Panel
Replace NetRack’s existing

solid top panel with this access-
ory, which features a pair of
50-CFM fans that will prevent
stored equipment from overheat-
ing. Available in black or beige.

Bottom-Mount Tower Shelves
Mount these shelves to the

bottom of the NetRack. Each
shelf slides independently from
its stored position and is able to
hold up to 90 pounds (40.8 kg)
of equipment. Positive lock-out
slides are included. Available in
black or beige.

Extra Stationary Shelf
If you have additional equip-

ment you’d like to store in the
NetRack, order this accessory.
Available in black or beige, the

black models are either solid or
vented. Choose the model that
best fits your storage needs.

Multibay Joining Kit
Planning for expansion?

Remove NetRack’s side panels
and join the frame to other racks
or cabinets with the optional
Multibay Joining Kit.

Caster Base
If you need easy mobility

when you make moves in your
facility, choose the heavy-gauge
steel caster base with 3-inch
(7.6 cm) casters. Measuring
30 inches by 19 inches (76.2 x
48.3 cm), each base includes four
non-locking swivel casters. It’s
rated for 900-pound (408.2-kg)
weight capacity. Available in
black or beige.

Recognize any of these
situations?

• You wait more than 30
minutes to get through to a
vendor’s tech support.

• The so-called “tech” can’t
help you or gives you the
wrong answer.

• You don’t have a purchase
order number and the tech
refuses to help you.

• It’s 9 p.m. and you need help,
but your vendor’s tech
support line is closed.

According to a survey by Data
Communications magazine, 90%
of network managers surveyed
say that getting the technical
support they need is extremely
important when choosing a

vendor. But even though network
managers pay anywhere from 10
to 20% of their overall purchase
price for a basic service and
support contract, the technical
support and service they receive
falls short of their expectations—
and certainly isn’t worth what
they paid.

At Black Box, we guarantee
the best value and the best
support. You can even consult 
our Technical Support Experts
before you buy if you need help
selecting just the right component
for your application.

Don’t waste time and
money—call Black Box today.

Material: 12-gauge steel

Overall Height:
85.013" (215.933 cm)

Rack Spaces: 45U

Weight: 275 lb. (124.7 kg)


